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ABSTRACT.
In this paper we determine the connected component of the identity of the isotropy subgroups of a given action of SU(n) on a connected manifold whose first and second integral Pontrjagin classes are zero and whose dimension is less than n -8n/3 -1.
1. General introduction. Let SUdz) be a differentiable transformation group acting on a connected manifold Al with dim Al < « -822/3 -2, and assume that the fitst two integral Pontrjagin classes of Al are zero. The purpose of this paper is to determine the orbit structure of Al under the action of SU(n).
To be more precise, in Theorem 2.3 we determine those closed connected simple subgroups H oí SU(n) such that the first integral Pontrjagin class of S\j(n)/H, P.{SU(n)/H; Z), is zero; in Theorem 2.5 we determine those closed connected simple subgroups H oí S\J(n) such that Pj(SU(«)///; Z) = 0 = P^SUM/tf; Z); in Theorem 2.9 we determine the connected component of the identity of a regular isotropy subgroup of the given above actions of SU(n) on Al. In Theorem 3.1 we then show how the connected component of the identity of all isotropy subgroups of SU(») is completely determined by the connected component of the identity of the principal isotropy subgroup, and we give a list of such possible subgroups.
Wu-Chung Hsiang and Wu-Yi Hsiang considered this problem in [4] . One of the key steps in their approach was their knowledge of large subgroups of SU(2i).
This forced them to put a severe restriction on Al. Our approach is more general in nature, and allows us a much less restrictive dimension requirement.
The author wishes to thank his thesis advisor Wu-Yi Hsiang for the encouragement and help he received while writing this paper. Some of these results were included in the author's Ph.D. thesis at Brown University.
In this section we recall several well-known facts. Let G be a compact con-/ r(Al) = AG/Gx) 0 AG/Gx) = ag bG/(. ) 0 a{ (tf>)
where f j is the principal bundle (Gx -♦ G -* G/G), tc/c is the isotropy representation of G in G, and gS is the slice representation of G at x. Suppose now that x e M is a regular element. Then <f> is a trivial representation [5] , and so. / r(Al) = apS-lc/C ^ ® 0 wnere Ö is a trivial vector bundle. The following result is trivial to prove but is frequently useful. Proposition 1.1. Ler «7 =(//-♦ E -» ß) and n'=(G-*E'-* ß') be principal bundles, and let
is a commutative diagram. So to study G actions on a manifold Al satisfying Rj(Al; Z) = 0 = P2(A1; Z),
we must first find all those closed connected subgroups H of G such that P1(G///;Z) = 0=P2(G/ß;Z).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Recall now that t(g/H) = a^(tG/H) = a,(AdG|/7 -AdH). By Proposition 1.1, a.c(AdG\H) is a trivial bundle, and hence t(G/H) © a,¿r(AdH) = /? where 6 is a trivial vector bundle.
Corollary 2.1 [2] . Let T be a torus in G. Then G/T is stably pardllelizable.
From »r!(r(G///))= i'a7?(T)(iG/H|T) and ffV^Ud^)) = ¿'a (AdH|r), we have the following corollary. Corollary 2.2. 2ft+-^ n*(Pa(G/H; Z)) . ff*(P/g(a^(AdH): Z)) = 0.
As EG is contractible, BG x_ G -» G/T is a homotopy equivalence, and hence we may take y = (G -* G/T->BT) to be a principal G bundle. Thus we see that 1 : H (BT; Z) -> H (G/T; Z) is just the edge homomorphism H*(BT; Z) = E*2'°(y) -E*f(y)CH*(G/T; Z), and hence ker 2' = (im d(y) ), the ideal in H (BT; Z) generated by the elements of positive degree in the image of the differential of E(y).
Suppose that U is a closed connected normal subgroup of H. Then by using 
SpiN(9) «P9©i>AQ a + 2b\7
SpiN(H) apu®bAn a + 4b\9
SpiN ( ; ,.
Note that n(cf> f+,) = n(tp ) •(*-/-D//. So if 1 < ; < (* -D/2, then «C«^y+1) > »(<p\). Also, Í < /'< (k -l)/2 implies 2Gp\) = -^ff>h_¡l O-e-<Py = ^-^ which implies «Gp;.) = n(<pk_y. We have Using this fact, one easily shows (A¿, A¿) > 1.
Since qa, q,, qc are all different from zero, it follows easily by applying the as we do vectors A1 into ¿L(Aapk) with (A1, Al)= (A^ , A^ ), and so n(cb) > n(Aapk) > 2k(k -1) (as 3 < a < k -3).
It follows that we may assume (up to conjugation)
By direct computation, we now easily arrive at the result.
With this lemma, the results with G = SU(/fe) follow easily. One obtains the results for G = Bfc, Cfc, Ofc, G2, F4, F6, E?, Eg similarly. So as ff2(AdG ) and ff2(cS.) (1 < /* < t) ate polynomials in ^ji-'-i^g, and a (AdG ) and o Mi.) (1 < ; < t) ate polynomials in »j»«»» t v.-, we have Note also that dim(tsu, )/G © <b) = dim M<n -822/3 -2, and hence dim <f>x < n2 -8«/3 -2.
We shall now examine the several possibilities for V, cf>, and ^. Recall k2 -1 > 8n/3, and /> 2*. So dim <f>x<n2< 9k4/64 < 9l4/l024. This is a severe limitation on <f> . By listing all the irreducible representations r of SU(/) with dim T < 9/ /1024 and then using our determination of 0X °<p, we see easily that <£x|SU(/) can contain copies only of p., p., p, ® p., p¡ ®pz, p¿ ®pz. Hence <pJSU(/) = c(p¡ ® pj © p* ® p*) © dpj ® p* © e(ii7 © ft*) © F0, and so <pJSU0é) = tf>x o <¿ = (4afcc + (a + fc2) «jO/z^ ® /x* © a sum of representations not containing pk ® f^. So 4abc + (a2 + b2)d = a2 + f»2 -1. This is impossible.
In the other cases for V, cb, if/, we argue similarly to the above. In some cases there will exist a representation <PX\V so that cf>xocp"=X. In these cases, by using PAG/V) + PAa^ (<f>x\V)) = 0, we arrive at the conclusion that V = SU(/), <f> = pk © (/ -k)9, and ifr = apt® bp*, i.e.
as was to be shown.
Finally we shall show Gx = V.
So suppose Gx 4 V. We shall derive a contradiction. We give here a modification of an argument found in [4] .
We may suppose x was chosen so that dim G is minimal among these G with G not simple. We see that after conjugating if necessary, we have y e S , the slice at x. Let tpx be the slice representation of G% at x. Then <PX|GX = çij © /30, where <£j is a nontrivial representation without trivial copies.
We may write y = y~ + n where y~ e UU , the representation space of <f>x, and
where 77 e (W^ ) i.e. n e W^g.
Clearly G =G_ and so y is a regular element.
Let z be an element of the unit ball of HU Ç Sx C Al. To show: (GjfßJJ C V. By the minimality condition / afLl,&bu*,®<n-2l')9 \ (G°) = (SU(/') ' l-► SU(22)J.
So as G° C G° C N,, ,(v), clearly G° C V. Hence (G0^.) )° = G° C V. So we
may apply the following proposition found in [4] . L -» SUM, and hence ka2((2k + t)F © §) and a2(y) ate polynomials in r(at) with negative coefficients. This is impossible.
The other cases follow similarly.
